STOCKPORT COLLEGE SUMMER SPRINT

A further phase of work has been
awarded to H.H. Smith at St
Gabriel's RC High School, Bury.
Additional classroom alterations
and refurbishment works to the
value of £120k are to be undertaken over the summer, ready for
use at commencement of the 2014
school year.
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H.H. Smith have put in enormous effort to ensure recent works at Stockport
College progress in line with the exceedingly tight programme.
Summer works have seen a monthly valuation of £736k submitted, which is a significant indicator of the amount
of work being carried out as part of the project.
David Smith, Managing Director of H.H. Smith, could only congratulate the collaboration of staff on site, the
window fabricators (Continental) and the project management team for making this achievable.
The tight programme forced a rethink from traditional construction techniques and saw a combination of mast
climbers, cradles and standard scaffolding used as the working platform.

H.H. Smith have worked at St
Gabriel’s RC High School for in
excess of 10 years. education
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For more information visit our website: www.hhsmith.co.uk
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DELPH HILL CHURCH READY FOR SEPTEMBER

FRANKIE & BENNY’S STILL ON THE MENU
H.H. Smith’s strong relationship with ‘The Restaurant Group’ continues to grow with 3 projects currently at
different construction stages.

This month will see the completion of Bolton’s Delph Hill Church. The £1m project has been a challenging one with a number of obstacles to overcome but it will meet the 11 month contract deadline.

F&B Taplow near Slough has been completed after the restaurant required a new mezzanine floor and internal alterations. F&B
York, still under construction, is halfway through the programme and work to create a new single storey extension is due to be
completed this month.

The original building on the site had to be demolished carefully and key materials were stored which
were later incorporated in the new church’s design.

In Manchester, at The Fort Retail Park, a new £650k restaurant shell is due to commence next month. This will take the number of
projects undertaken for the Restaurant Group to over 60 units in the last 10 years.
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Built in a steel frame with external stone facade, slate roof and modern fixtures, fittings and equipment,
Old really does meet new whilst retaining the traditional look of the
original church.
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NEW STAFF APPOINTMENTS
Over the summer months H.H. Smith’s workforce has expanded by
the addition of eleven new permanent staff members. H.H. Smith
firmly believes that the key to its success lies in the quality of its
staff, and therefore invests heavily in their training and development.
H.H. Smith welcomes a new trainee QS, three new apprentices, a
new plumber, a new joiner and three new bricklayers and two new
construction operatives.

ACCREDITATIONS
Having already gained the ISO
9001 accreditation, H.H. Smith are
currently close to achieving both
the ISO 14001 and 18001 accreditations in environmental and occupational health standards.

ANOTHER NEW PHASE AT HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

ECSG SCHOOL WORKS

H.H. Smith, have, once again through a competitive process, been awarded the £1.2m extension
works to the Holy Cross College, Mary Kelly Building. The works will include the creation of a three
-storey extension providing six new teaching spaces, four office areas, and a study and learning
space for students.

H.H. Smith have recently been awarded a
£1m build scheme at East Crompton St. Georges Primary School in Oldham.

The work will also include a link corridor between the Mary Kelly and Marie Therese buildings, which will contain one of
the classrooms. Additional IT facilities and an increase in library and study space is to be provided.
H.H. Smith have undertaken works for Holy Cross College, Bury for over 10 years so have an excellent knowledge of the
site and its infrastructure, in addition to having an exemplary working relationship with the staff on site and management body.
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“ROLL UP ROLL UP” RADCLIFFE MARKET ‘S NEW FACELIFT
Refurbishment works progress at Radcliffe’s Market Hall. As part of Bury Council’s regeneration scheme to Radcliffe town
centre H.H. Smith were contracted to re-roof the building, construct new stalls, install a picture window overlooking the river
and develop a new cafe and public toilet.
The £1m project is due to be completed by the middle of November and is one of 2 market schemes H.H. Smith
are currently constructing. Bury market is undergoing improvements with a new public toilet block.

Smith’s Yard, Rear of 95 Bury Old Road, Whitefield, Manchester, M45 7AY
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Prior to building works commencing, strip out
of the existing heating system throughout the
whole school was required including renewal
of heating mains feeding each room within a
3 week window. Radiators and re-piping
work is to be completed during the month of
September 2014, out of hours to ensure minimal disruption to school operations. Phasing
of the works was an integral part of the bid.
David Smith, H.H. Smith Managing Director,
was delighted that the company’s experience,
submitted methodology of undertaking the
works, and flexible approach was demonstrated within the tender bid, to ensure
award. ‘This is an area we excel at, and it is
reassuring that our tender bids demonstrate
this’.
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